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Dana Merrill, Personal comments 

The GSP process has a number of structural deficiencies which put agricultural landowners at a severe 

disadvantage that is disproportionate to their needs and use of groundwater. Economically viable 

agricultural is by necessity in the Paso Robles Basin "irrigated"; dryland agriculture cannot produce 

sufficient economic return. Irrigated lands can and often do generate significant income to owners, 

operators, cities and government entities. Pumping cutbacks will impact that income without sound 

strategies. 

The GSP in process is to heavily dependent on cuts to agricultural pumpers and barely mentions projects 

for supplemental water. This despite the fact that property owners have paid to reserve rights to State 

Water for many years, have had rights to Lake Nacimiento water which to date has been allocated by 

the County to urban entities nearly exclusively and while other projects such as raising the San Luis 

Reservoir on the upper Salinas River have been mentioned, little in the way of progress has been made 

to actually take action to obtain its water. The newest positive development comes from private efforts 

by landowners interacting with the City of Paso Robles to utilize its recycled water, which may include 

blending with Nacimiento water that will further extend the supply as well as mitigate quality issues 

with the source if used as in lieu agricultural pumping. It has been frustrating to see no County Water 

Resources efforts to get projects going and even more frustrating to see some of our Boards of 

Supervisors actually seek to shut down efforts to form water districts, who have pledged funding as well, 

to take on the job. 

At this point the GSP may be within months of being completed, subject to be approved by the four 

GSAs and submitted to the State. Whether it is sufficiently robust to be approved is anyone's guess at 

this point and the SGMA law is so new, there is no historical standard of actual approval. Reading 

through hundreds of pages it is clear that there is much work to do in future years even with approval. 

A few that come to mind : 

1. Increase the number of observation and monitoring wells: A number of the wells listed are very

shallow by today's standards and are unlikely to be viable and still being used a decade from

now. Dedicated, smaller diameter wells used only for monitoring and not commercial pumping

has been mentioned for years by County Water Resources, yet none to my knowledge have

ever been drilled. Follow up on areas with data gap, many of us have worked to help sign up

production wells that could contribute data without delay.

2. Subareas are poorly understood and undefined generally. Just where are the boundaries if it

may be that pumping limits are to be imposed that are not equal across the entire basin?

3. Political decisions have impacted pumping. The original emergency ordinance dating back to

2012 introduced government action as a major force in the process. In the intervening years,

times when the ordinance lapsed saw significant new irrigated lands developed by landowners






